BLACK SABBATH is the goddamn best band on earth. “sweet
leaf” is still the mother of creation.
four bastards met in may 2001. they shared their love for both
of these things. combining the power of SABBATH and weed,
band created a very own and fuckin’ murdering heavy sound still the one and only existing law for GORILLA MONSOON.
during their existence various members left the band; replaced
by true believers of religion named metal the band became
stronger and heavier. two founding members, jack and
drumster, are forming the creative spearhead.
first release, autumn 2001: „deflowered world“ - a fuckin’
heavy, fuckin’ slow, but still groovin’ bastard, mixed up with
these special ingredients - weed and SABBATH.
second release, spring 2003: „...demonstrating heavieness“ presenting GORILLA MONSOON stronger and harder and, of
course, more fucked up then ever before.
third release, split 10” with WEED IN THE HEAD.
summer 2006 they entered the goat cunt laboratory to record
the first full length album “Damage King”, mastered at absurd studios hamburg by schrödey. finally
ARMAGEDDON MUSIC RECORDS made it, they released the cd in march 2006. a fucking great
piece of music without compromise!!!
GORILLA MONSOON are alive. they celebrate what they created…as seen on shows at WACKEN
and the DOOM SHALL RISE and concerts with DISBELIEF, HIDDEN HAND; PLACE OF SKULLS,
ELECTRIC WIZARD, WARHORSE…, they have been also on tour supporting finnish bands CAUSE
FOR EFFECT, GOD FORSAKEN (rip) and VICTORY and METAL CHURCH on their “A light in the
dark Tour 06”.

Gorilla Monsoon are
jack sabbath(voc/g)
drumster (dr)
phil (g)
chris (bg)

discography
2001 CDR “deflowered world”
2003 CDR “...demonstrating heavieness“
2005 10”-Split “a lesson in darkness”
2006 CD “Damage King”
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